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As always, we will keep our pressure upon the enemy. Over time many people have raised concerns
in regards to how things are going to go from now on, since people are awakening. Awakening is
the first stage of it all. When this stage reaches a climax, only then will begin physical and material
actions on the behalf of humanity. Most of humanity, especially those living in the 'free world', are
highly emasculated, highly afraid, and also tied through many ways which prevent them of action.
One example is the so called "Nationalist Christians". These people have been whining for years on
why Rabbayenu Yeshu has been losing ground in an imaginary "Christian Europe" and why nobody
anymore believes in this thing. Which is the normal consensus of living in a civilization that is
advancing, lies so bizarre cannot hold forever. Most of their concern is just trying to play the Jewish
meme of the bible to uplift themselves in leadership over a cattle who is blind and Christian. Since
some Jew told them this is their so called 'Culture' and 'Religion', i.e, to literally worship a Rabbi
from the Levant, they want to restore this thing back to 'normal'.
These people are not only undereducated, but also dangerously stupid and ignorant. But they could
care less to open a book to see the massacre of their ancestors by people brainwashed as
themselves- they rather want to assume 'leadership' and try to fight over something, while kissing
Jew ass. While the Jew has farted in their face enough, they believe that they will be granted power
to lead their fellow Goyim, into absolutely nowhere. This is the story of Christian European Politics
in one sentence.
Even Merkel the Communist Jewess is part of the "Christian Democrat" meme. Christian as in fill
the Germany with half of Turkey and half of the Levant, and Democrat as in let these people take all
of Germany down by elections, while brainwashing the mob that this is somehow a very good thing
to get raped for Yuletide and contacting AIDS. Make no mistake here, some Turks born in Germany
are feeling more for Germany than many brainwashed "Christian Democrat" "Germans". This is
how lowly a civilization can sink by literal application of Christian values.
These people have few things to fear, such as for example, their twitter going down. This is so far
their 'revolution' goes. Since it literally leads nowhere and nobody is really afraid of them, there are
no serious consequences for them doing their 'revolt'.
I do not believe in any political solutions. And nobody should either. Elections and the rest of the
garbage are arguably, very easy to be faked. So what matters is not what all these Rabbi
Worshippers are going to be doing. But at this point what matters is a prolonging of the Jewish
weakness. To explain the above, it means that we are winning time from the enemy not being able
to superimpose their agenda. In the future, as humanity gets uplifted by Aquarian energies
(something the Jews try to prevent by forcing Islam and Judeo-Christianity plus all the other perils),
the Jews will be all the more exposed to the world.
Naturally, after a point, they will either be isolated, driven away, or worse, or permanently removed
from any sort of leadership. One can imagine that people are getting furious about Jewish

wrongdoings and reporting of such. The solution to the enemy problem is not some 'political'
solution at this point. Nor will any politician or any other such form of authority rise without a
fertile ground on the below. So long people are worshipping Rabbi Yeshua, whining about the
Talmud Bible losing influence, and try to prevent the future, so they will push people in the
opposite side of the Jews.
Let's be honest now, who wants to live the life these people preach, a life of hunger, without goals,
celibacy, and moral death and decay (Since Paganism is true morality and not their filthy biblical
shit) - who wants to live that? Nobody. This is why these people have zero support. The meme of
Rabbi Yeshua is dying, and this was their source of power for quite the time, upon which they based
their so called 'Nationalism', a 'Nationalism' built under the mandate of a Jewish doctrine.
However the Jewish doctrine is dying and this will only escalate. As for cases like Poland, which
many people so much try to glorify, on the back end, this has one good aspect and one evil aspect.
The good aspect is that people like the Poles will be racially diluted less for a small while. The evil
aspect is that the lending of power from the rabbinical hoax of Christianity, always comes with
severe backlashes for any civilization.
Those in power in Poland are just using this meme of Nationalist Christianity because they are weak
and worthless leaders who cannot push their society and civilization back to it's true roots. Which
would be the only ultimate saviour for the people living in this country, for example. This is the
same logic as having a mortal disease and going to the Jewish doctor to give you pain suppressors,
after which you take, you try to play powerful and gangsta. But when the Jew decides your pain
suppressors will never be making it to you, you will collapse like a ton of bricks. In short, they are
not interested in curing their nation, they are interested in maintaining power upon a powerful race
and further plague it with spiritual leprosy, because amongst the lepers, they will be leaders
appointed by Rabbi Yeshu. But this spiritual leprosy always comes after a while with a vengeance
upon a civilization.
As a final note, many people are using the meme of Christianity VS Islam to justify that the rising
of Christianity is some good thing, or somehow necessary to protect 'Europe'. Europe has been
massacred by Christianity, and the little mental diseases Christianity causes to the populace
nefariously infected by this plague. I suppose leprosy may have some people thinking it's good
because it's something coming from (((God))) and one needs to have it to uhm, discipline
themselves in Rabbi Christ. And that leprosy is let's say better than cancer. But having to choose
between the two, aka, Christianity and Islam, one is surely going to die.
So how do we escape from all of the above endless chaos and lack of reasoning? By destroying the
Jewtrix. There is nothing else that can do on this world, what the RTRs can do on this world. The
RTRs will destroy the energetic fabric upon which the enemy has based their hoaxes. The mind
itself, and the influences affecting it, are also energy. In other words, to cause the changes in all
levels, these spells have to go. And surely, we have to say that the Jews are failing in all their
memes many times over. This is positive and shows everything is moving in the proper direction.
As a last note, the Jewtrix would have already went down, weren't it for the people feeding it.
Essentially, the same people we are trying to save from this plague, also unknowingly feed this

plague. It's not their fault in many cases as they have been duped into it. So this is why this is taking
time: because humans need to change and remove this plague into a healing process. One must heal
before one can fight. Many people are only in the process of healing now, so to ask them to take the
front-lines is a bizarre demand at this point.
However soon, it won't be that much of a strange demand at all...For this reason, we are fighting.
This is also escalating in a lighting fast pace...For this reason we must not falter and never quit, as
victories are coming day by day. What the enemy has created in thousands of years, we destroy in
less than two decades. Rejoice in that fact and laugh yourself till you roll on the floor.
HAIL VICTORY!
HAIL SATAN!!!!

Re: So Are People Awakening? Then What?
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I do believe in a political solution. Gentiles are going to have to take power back over their own
societies or the Jews are going to keep oppressing us with the power they stole from us.
The way to do such is with political movements that take power at the ballot box in the streets and
the halls of government and media. The attempts to manipulate the electronic ballot boxes in
America during the last election by the DNC by hacking were shut down. The Austrian's were
forced to a new election due to proven voter fraud and the last French election the regime
committed open voter fraud.
The fact these are exposed and has also been stopped in some cases is the snowball effect to
stopping this. Now with the collapse of the two party oligarchy run by Jews the road is open. The
disassociation has set in among the population and they get it. They are not going to tolerate this
much more if any and want real change.
Trump was the writing on the wall, people want real change.
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Maybe I was not entirely clear in what I meant. Surely, good things that help us out can happen in
politics or through politics. But solving some issues will not happen by any particular political force
at this point. There are other factors which are technical involved.
As for a full political solution as people envision it, I do not, at the time being. The tide is certainly
rising, but it will take a while until it touches every aspect needed for change. Changing politicians
is not the important thing it's social reform...At least in my opinion. And the politicians are not
necessarily good social reformers. Like Hitler who was also a teacher using politics as a medium.
I do not disregard political efforts done by good people and such, which is certainly the case in
always growing examples in number, nor the positively changing political environment that is
beneficial to us. This however doesn't cut the deal to move forward in a serious manner, yet. Due to
technical reasons. Kosher Nationalism doesn't cut the deal, nor I care if there is someone 'better' out
there while on the bottom people race-mix themselves to death.
Which is going to be the case regardless. Political change may happen but there are demographics
problems here which need general tweaking, that I doubt any 'politician' would be willing to taken
on themselves, unless of course they are a Kike like Merkel that goes forward to completely extinct
their own country. So what "Nationalists" won there, and all of them support Israel, for example.
There is no opposition and/or resistance to Israel on any actual grounds politically.
If stationary governments that give us time are considered a 'solution' then we are already 'solving'
this problem. If people disregard technical reasons, that can explain why one believes in a 'political'
solution.
My extent of a 'solution' is definitely not applicable by politics. Having someone better than
absolute trash up there, to gradually make positive changes towards an end goal, yes. Political
change doesn't imply any other sort of 'change' either.
Europe is different than America, in some respects in better position, but in others, in way worse.
One example is the mass immigration here. What do you think people are going to pack up and go
back to X country willingly? Of course not.
Or will the Jews leave Switzerland, for example, or France? The enemy holds this system tight. As
for sudden uprising such as in Hitler's case this is up to the Gods to decide, not me. And obviously
such is not a classical politics case.

The populace learning and awakening form a full political solution has a distance. So what.
Knowing does not imply acting on knowledge. So for the time being, I do not believe in any
'traditional' political solution.
If Rabbi Christ is booted out of Nationalist Politics, then more than likely, political solution
COULD happen. But for the close-by time being, I believe nothing. Simple as that. There is no
point. Even if anything happened, this would be only cause of the RTRs, and not cause of some
internal valour these people possess.
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